
Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Monday Classes

Quick Start Tennis by New Kids Tennis

K-1
3:45pm-4:45pm
2-5
4:50pm-5:50pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 12

QuickStart Tennis is an effective and fun format to help
children 10 and under learn and play the game of tennis.
Developed and structured by the United States Tennis
Association, the basic principle behind QuickStart Tennis is
to scale down everything to fit the size of children. With
this method, we are able to offer tennis classes in school
gymnasiums using specialized equipment which is
provided.

Prototyping in Play by Kodely

Pre-K 4-K
3:45pm-4:30pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 12

This series of workshops is the first step before students
can begin to learn how to code, as it provides them with
fundamentals in shaping their critical thinking skills. From
an early age, getting students to exercise their muscles
around design and computational thinking helps them
improve their problem-solving, empathy, and innovation
skills. Through each Kodely workshop, students walk
through a simulated design challenge and explore how to
empathize and understand the needs of others, identify
problems, brainstorm and generate ideas, and finally, learn
how to test and evaluate their ideas using prototypes.

Coding with Empathy: Level 1 by Kodely

1-2
3:45pm-4:45pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 12

Students will learn to code and work with cool sensors
using the micro:bit, a credit card-sized microcontroller, to
build a new project every week! From a young age, Kodely
students will learn about technology through a lens of
user empathy and design. Students learn the skills taught
at top universities like Stanford and how they can start
thinking like a designer and take their technical skills
beyond what they've learned in a classroom setting and
apply them to the real world.



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Monday Classes Continued

Culinary Explorers by Allergic to Salad

3-5
3:45pm-4:45pm

K-2
4:50pm-5:50pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 10

Through cooking, we'll take a voyage around the world
exploring international cuisines, ingredients, and dishes;
from korma to homemade tortillas, and sweet potato
gnocchi to kimchi. Students will gain an understanding of
culinary techniques, tools, and kitchen safety. Students will
use their five senses to strengthen fine motor and
receptive language skills, while being encouraged to be
adventurous eaters. Classes are fully vegetarian and
totally nut-free.

Girls on the Run - Register at https://www.gotrnyc.org/register

3-5
Mondays
3:45pm-5:00pm
AND
Wednesdays
3:45pm-5:00pm

21 classes, $350
Class Limit: 12

Girls on the Run is a transformational physical
activity-based youth development program for girls in
3rd-5th grade. We teach life skills through dynamic,
interactive lessons and running & movement-based
games. The program culminates with the girls being
physically and emotionally prepared to complete a
celebratory 5k running event. The goal of the program is to
unleash confidence through accomplishment while
establishing a lifetime appreciation of health and fitness.
Participants are required to attend both weekly sessions.

Tuesday Classes

Dance Mix by DramaZone®

Pre-K 3
3:30pm-4:30pm

Pre-K 4
4:30pm-5:30pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 10

DZ Dance Mix is a dance explosion of styles packed into a
one of a kind fun dance class! Take a tour around the globe
through dance with flavors of Bollywood, Ballroom and of
course Jazz, Tap, Hip Hop and even Ballet.  This exciting
class will explore the world of dance through fun, fitness
and a variety of dance styles.

https://www.gotrnyc.org/register


Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Tuesday Classes Continued

Coding with Empathy: Level 2 by Kodely

3-5
3:45pm-4:45pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 12

Students develop strong computer science fundamentals
and explore elements of design, software, and hardware.
Students embark on a new design challenge weekly, and
we help students design their vision of a Smart City
through projects such as a smart traffic light system to a
device to measure water levels! Students work with cool
LEDs and sensors and get a headstart to learn the skills
used by product designers and engineers.

Math Games with ISB Faculty Cristian Saez

2-3
4:00pm-5:00pm

11 classes, $385
Class Limit: 10

This fun math after school program helps reduce kids’
math anxiety and enjoy math through games and
applicable math.

Soccer by Super Soccer Stars

1-2
3:45pm-4:45 pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 10

Super Soccer Stars aims to teach soccer skills in a fun,
non-competitive, educational environment. Their
philosophy uses soccer to nurture, build self-confidence,
and develop teamwork in every class.

Paper and Ink Making with ISB Faculty Muriel Stallworth

3-5
4:00pm-5:00pm

11 classes, $440
Class Limit: 10

Let's start from scratch with artmaking! In this relaxing
class we use natural and recycled elements to make our
own art materials and create artworks. Using wild and
cultivated plants, rocks, or charred wood, students
fabricate inks and various art tools to paint and draw with,
and recycle paper into new. Projects include: making
paper-sheet, pulp sculptures, candle-holders, paint with
vegetable and spice inks, carve your own ink-pen, etc.



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Tuesday Classes Continued

Where the Wild Things Are by Brooklyn Beanstalk

K-2
3:45 pm-4:45pm

11 classes, $462
Class Limit: 9

A class for budding storytellers to shape and give a voice
to their wildest fantasies! We'll embark into the world of
light and shadow puppetry to give birth to one thousand
and one stories and bring laughter and tears out of your
friends and families. In this class, you’ll learn how to
become a puppeteer, a narrator, an actor, an engineer, and
a supportive audience. We‘ll discover the tips and tricks of
shadow animation, the magic of our vintage overhead
projector and the infinite possibilities of shadows and
shadow books.

Wednesday Classes

Capoeira by Raízes do Brasil

Pre-K 4 -1
3:30pm-4:30pm

2-5
4:30pm-5:30pm

12 classes, $495
Class Limit: 10

Capoeira is a unique blend of martial arts, music, culture,
and camaraderie. This class not only provides a
challenging aerobic and acrobatic workout, but also helps
kids develop their confidence and self-esteem. Our
Capoeira classes involve movement utilizing the entire
body to develop strength, coordination, and flexibility. Kids
also get a chance to play traditional Capoeira instruments
and learn to sing traditional Capoeira songs in Portuguese.

Debate with Drama Zone

3-5
3:20pm-4:20pm

1-2
4:20-5:20

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 10

Effective speaking begins with effective listening, paired
with the ability to organize winning arguments.  These are
skills to last a lifetime.  Students formulate and execute
informed arguments based on modern-day and
commonplace topics and events.  Analysis of speeches and
development of public speaking skills round out this class.
Let the debates begin!



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Wednesday Classes Continued

Fencing by New Amsterdam Fencing Academy

3-5
3:30pm-4:30pm
Class Limit: 12

K -2
4:30pm-5:20pm
Class Limit: 10

11 classes, $495

For the littlest fencer, New Amsterdam Fencing Academy
focuses, first and foremost, on developing a healthy child –
while allowing them to run around brandishing foam
swords.  This weekly class helps kids in Kindergarten to
2nd grade improve their balance, hand-eye coordination,
and mindfulness through games and challenges that
involve swords.

Fencers in 3rd to 5th grade engage in a group class that
uses the building blocks of competitive fencing to
emphasize the importance of working together while also
fostering the child’s ability to think individually and
critically starting from an early age. The development of
hand-eye coordination, general fitness, and body
movement is elevated here to fit the advanced abilities of
older elementary school students. Training is geared
towards developing speed, strength, endurance,
confidence, focus, and self-control, all skills that help
children do well not merely in fencing, but in school and in
other organized sports.

Girls on the Run - Register at https://www.gotrnyc.org/register

3-5
Mondays
3:45pm-5:00pm
AND
Wednesdays
3:15pm-4:30pm

20 classes, $350
Class Limit: 12

Girls on the Run is a transformational physical
activity-based youth development program for girls in
3rd-5th grade. We teach life skills through dynamic,
interactive lessons and running & movement-based
games. The program culminates with the girls being
physically and emotionally prepared to complete a
celebratory 5k running event. The goal of the program is to
unleash confidence through accomplishment while
establishing a lifetime appreciation of health and fitness.
Participants are required to attend both weekly sessions.

https://www.gotrnyc.org/register


Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Wednesday Classes Continued

Graffiti & Street Art by Created by Kids

K-2
3:30pm-4:30pm

3-5
4:30pm-5:30pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 12

From curated murals to renegade street art, New York City
is covered in bright, colorful works on every corner. In this
unique after school class students will learn to recognize
and appreciate the art they see in the streets every day,
and we’ll study specific street artists and muralists for
inspiration. From graffiti lettering to wheat paste to stencils
to mosaics, students will make their own versions of this
popular style of art, while developing an understanding of
why some artists prefer to share their art outside museums
and galleries.

Timbalooloo Music

Pre-K 3
3:15pm-3:55pm

Pre-K 4
4:05pm-4:45pm

11 classes, $440
Class Limit: 8

Timbalooloo is an innovative method in which instruments
come to life as characters and speak through their music,
so that children learn to express themselves by actually
making their instruments come alive and “talk”.  The room
is filled with rhythm, melody and groove as we take a
musical journey, discovering songs and instruments from
all around the world.

Thursday Classes

Advanced Ceramics with Created by Kids

2-5
4:50pm-5:50pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 12

Don’t let the name fool you, as you do not need previous
knowledge of working with clay to join this class. We will
be working on advanced pottery techniques and delving
deeper into the art of ceramics, and perfecting our skills!
Students will expand on the basic skill-building techniques
like coil, slab, and pinching which are used to create the
base of many clay forms. Looking to working ceramic
artists and what makes their styles unique to help form our
projects, creating a wide range of ceramic pieces from
functional to abstract sculptures. We are excited to bring
the older kids together to watch them grow as artists and
refine their pottery skills.



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Thursday Classes Continued

Ceramics with Created by Kids

K-1
3:45pm-4:45pm

12 classes, $540
Class Limit: 12

Ceramics class explores the various ways in which artists use
clay to create both sculptural forms and functional items. We'll
review classic pottery techniques like pinching, coiling, and slab
construction that form the foundations of all hand-built pottery,
learning the importance of slipping and scoring to build out our
projects. Students will produce several realistic, functional, and
abstract projects, such as cups, bowls, and figures, personalizing
their work through a variety of glazing techniques used at
different stages of creation, and learn about all the different
changes that clay undergoes in its different states. Projects are
then taken to our studio for firing in the kiln and returned to
students the following week, giving them long-lasting
mementos of their artistic pursuits.

Introduction to Role-Playing Games by Brooklyn Strategist

3-5
3:45pm-5:15pm

12 classes, $660
Class Limit: 8

This program will introduce players to the core concepts of
tabletop role play and teach the rules of a few
beginner-friendly game systems. Tabletop Roleplaying
Games (RPGs) are narrative game systems that encourage
cooperation, decision-making, and creative thinking. RPG
players are immersed in a shared story-telling experience
as they work together to overcome obstacles and solve
problems. Game systems may include: Hero Kids, No
Thank You Evil!, Do: Pilgrims of the Flying Temple, and
Dungeons & Dragons.

The Sound of Music! -DramaZone®’s Musical Theater Show Class

3-5
3:45pm-4:45pm

K-2
4:50pm-5:50pm

12 classes, $576
Class Limit: 12

The hills are alive with the all time favorite musical The
Sound of Music! This fun musical theatre class culminates
in a show for friends and family at the end of the semester.
Each week, children learn singing, dancing and acting! All
talents are welcome and group numbers are emphasized.
Dancing teaches coordination, singing teaches rhythm and
improves math through counting, while acting increases
speech and diction.



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Thursday Classes Continued

Yoga by Brooklyn Beanstalk

Pre-K 3-4
3:30pm-4:20pm

12 classes, $396
Class Limit: 8

Taught by experienced yogis from Brooklyn Beanstalk,
students discover the benefits of yoga practice and learn to
channel their energy in a fun and creative way. Core
activities include breathing exercises, asanas (body
postures), and meditation techniques.

Friday Classes

Nature & Gardening with Brooklyn Seeds

Pre-K 3-Pre-K4
3:15pm-4:15pm

K-2
4:20pm-5:20pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 10

Students learn about the amazing plants and animals in
the neighborhood. This is a hands-on class, with children
actively encouraged to improve the local environment for
our native flora and fauna by working on individual trees or
bushes to help Brooklyn's native wildlife. Many classes will
be in front of or around the corner from school where all
the fascinating trees and bushes are- either in the
courtyard, on Luquer, Court or Nelson Street. During
inclement weather, or when kids are just tired of being
outdoors, we'll garden for ourselves indoors. Kids will pot
up and take home beautiful plants, taste, plant and bring
home superfoods (microgreens, yum!), and learn about and
observe fascinating animals, some native and some
invasive.

Soccer by Super Soccer Stars

Pre-K 4-K
3:45pm-4:45 pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 8

Super Soccer Stars aims to teach soccer skills in a fun,
non-competitive, educational environment. Their
philosophy uses soccer to nurture, build self-confidence,
and develop teamwork in every class.



Sample Enrichment Class Offerings (PK3 - 5th)

Friday Classes Continued

Mastermind Chess: Beginner/Advanced Beginner (with Khana Itkis)

K-1
3:45pm-4:30pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 12

New students will learn how to move the pieces, study
checkmating patterns, learn about opening principles, and
drawing techniques. Students who are returning to the game will
begin studying simple tactical ideas such as pins, forks, skewers,
discovered attacks and basic endgame principles. Each week we
will dive into a new lesson for the first half of class and then play
practice games to reinforce the material that we’ve been
learning. At the end of the semester all students will receive
prizes that showcase their individual growth.

Mastermind Chess 2-5: Advanced Beginner/Intermediate (with Khana Itkis)

2-5
4:40pm-5:40pm

12 classes, $495
Class Limit: 11

Students will be introduced to tactical principles such as
forks, pins, skewers, removing the defender, discovered
attack and more. We will study famous games to learn
about attacking principles and middle- game plans. Each
week students will participate in a chess lesson, solve
puzzle worksheets, play in a class tournament, and learn
about fun chess variants! At the end of the semester all
students will receive prizes that showcase their individual
growth.

Minecraft Code: Harry Potter by Code Advantage

3-5
3:45pm-4:45pm

11 classes, $495
Class Limit: 15

Welcome to the World of Witchcraft and
Wizardry! In this class, students will learn to code
while exploring an interactive Harry Potter world
in Minecraft! Every class is a new adventure and
opportunity to put coding fundamentals into
action. Traveling to Hagrid’s hut, the Quidditch
pitch, Privet Drive, Diagon Alley, and beyond, kids
will take on quests, fight off some monsters, and
cast some magic spells!


